Heterogeneous master-slave robots are widely used as both the assistive robot system for the elder/disabled people and the teleoperation robot system in dangerous environments. For the sake of intuitive teleoperation, motion mapping should be applied to keep the slave arm possessing the similar configuration of the master arm in the whole course of telemanipulation. We propose a motion mapping on the joint analog level based on unit dual quaternions (UDQs) for the telecontrol of a heterogeneous slave robot arm via the motion of human master arm. First, we analogize the links of the slave robot to the links of the human master arm, and accordingly group the slave arm joints into "shoulder," "elbow," and "wrist" joint analog sets. Then, we capture the motion of the human master arm via a wearable motion capture system and take it as the motion order of the slave arm. Finally, we solve the motion of slave robot arm's joint via UDQ-based 1-, 2-, and 3-Degree of freedom (DOF) orientation error UDQ decomposition algorithms that are suit for solving a typical class of robotic slave arms. As a result, the operator can manipulate the heterogeneous robot system intuitively and conveniently, and the fatigue degree and error rate of the user can be significantly reduced, and thus the safety of teleoperation in an unstructured and constrained environment can be significantly improved.
Introduction
Telemanipulation robots are widely used as both the assistive robot system for the elder/disabled people (e.g. wheelchair-mounted robotic arm) and the teleoperation robot system in dangerous or hazardous environments (radiation, explosive, chemical, search and rescue, etc.). The teleoperation environments are usually unstructured and constrained and the teleoperation tasks are usually complex, composite, and unpredictable; thus, the advanced autonomous robot cannot accomplish these tasks in the current stage and a human operator is needed in the control loop using his intelligence to control the robot accomplishing some special tasks.
Ideally, the master and the slave arms should have similar kinematical structure (e.g. the NASA Robonaut 2) so that the arm motion of the teleoperator can be directly adopted to control the manipulation of anthropomorphic robotic manipulator using a joint-to-joint mapping methodology, 1, 2 where the teleoperation of the human is intuitive and convenient. It means that a very complex and elaborated mechanical structure of the slave robot arm is needed and the robot system may become very expensive. Therefore, the master-slave telemanipulation robot systems are usually heterogeneous instead of homogeneous, and motion mapping algorithms from the master arm to the slave arm are needed.
The widely used motion mapping algorithm is a trajectory-concerned method that adopts a forward-inverse kinematics approach. The human operator issues a motion command via a mouse, keyboard, or joystick, which maps the pose (position and orientation) of the end effector of the slave arm in its workspace, and the joints' angle values of the slave arm are calculated via its inverse kinematics (IK). This method cannot take both the position of the end effector and the orientation of the links of the robot arm into consideration simultaneously because of the heterogeneous structure between the master and slave arms. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] As a result, the telerobot system may have the following drawbacks: (1) the teleoperation is unintuitive, and extensive training is needed for the operator to correctly operate the system; (2) the operator may become error-prone under heavy work pressure, especially when the teleoperation robot system is working in an unstructured and constrained environment with many obstacles.
Casper et al. studied the World Trade Center robotassisted rescue response and emphasized that the human-robot interaction is a key component of a successful rescue system. 9 A good telemanipulation robot system should be able to enable the operator controlling the slave manipulator intuitively and conveniently so as to alleviate the physiological and psychological fatigue of the teleoperator.
For the sake of achieving intuitive teleoperation, we should concern the similarity of the configuration between the master and the slave arms instead of the position of the end effector of the slave arm in its workspace. In other words, the intuitive teleoperation system should be an orientation-concerned system instead of a trajectoryconcerned one. An orientation-concerned approach is important for keeping the similarity of configurations between the heterogeneous master and the slave arm so that the operator can control the motion of the slave arm intuitively and conveniently. As a result, the operator needs only concern the higher level tasks and thus can improve the quality of telemanipulation.
For this propose, we studied the orientationconcerned motion mapping approach for heterogeneous telemanipulation system. We adopt unit dual quaternion (UDQ), which is computationally effective and singularity free [10] [11] [12] and thus be regarded as the best formulation method of both the forward kinematics (FK) and the IK for serial robot manipulators 13 to describe the kinematics of the slave robot arm. We suggest that our approach can be applied to a wide range of slave robotic arms for intuitive telemanipulation. The detailed composition of the heterogeneous telemanipulation robot system as well as the analog-based joint set of the slave arm is presented in the "Heterogeneous telemanipulation system" section. The orientation-concerned FK and IK approach based on UDQ for motion mapping of the slave arm is presented in the "UDQ-based kinematics for motion mapping" section. Simulation results are presented in the "Simulation with a UR5 model" section. Conclusions are drawn and future works are also discussed in the "Conclusions" section.
Heterogeneous telemanipulation system
The heterogeneous telemanipulation system studied in this article is shown in Figure 1 . The master arm is the teleoperator's right arm because the most intuitive and habitual way to perform an operation for a person is using his own hand directly, and on the slave side, there is a robot with dual arms. Here we take UR5 from Universal Robots as an example, but as shown in this article, any robotic arms that are similar to the human arm in structure to a certain extent can be adopted as the slave arms and controlled with our approach. The telemanipulation order of the master arm is obtained via a wearable motion capture system, which can get the orientation data of the links of the master arm (the upper arm, forearm, and hand) simultaneously.
14 These data are expressed in UDQ and serve as the reference input of the slave arm. Figure 2 , the slave arm UR5 is taken as an analogy to the human operator's arm with links of "the upper arm" (fx u ; y u ; z u g), "the forearm" (fx f ; y f ; z f g), and "the hand" (fx h ; y h ; z h g), and its joints are accordingly divided into groups of "the shoulder" (joints 1 and 2), "the elbow" (joint 3), and "the wrist" (joints 4, 5, and 6), respectively. For every given configuration of the human master arm, we compute the corresponding angle of every joint set via UDQ-based IK of the slave arm, and thus achieve the similar operation between the master and the slave arms.
As illustrated in

UDQ-based kinematics for motion mapping
As shown in Figure 1 , the main links of the slave arm are expected with the same orientation of the corresponding links of the master arm for the sake of intuitive telemanipulation, and the angle of the joints that realize the expected orientation of the slave arm is computed using the IK of the slave arm. Then, these angle values are applied to the slave robotic arm as reference input to drive it performing the expected operations.
UDQ-based FK of the slave arm UDQ can be used to represent any rigid transformation (i.e. translation and rotation) and thus is particularly suitable for the orientation-concerned intuitive telemanipulation applications. We adopt the UDQ-based method proposed in Ö zgür and Mezouar 10 to formulate the FK of the slave robotic arm UR5. Usually only two coordinate frames are needed for an n-DOF serial manipulator in UDQ-based kinematics. In this study, we attach three right-handed coordinate frames fug; ff g; and fhg to the upper arm, forearm, and hand analogs of the slave arm, respectively (Figure 2) , and describe the orientations of these links with UDQ representation because we concerned all the orientations of the upper arm, forearm, and hand of the slave arm.
We define the home configurationθ 0 of the slave arm as shown in Figure 2 and denote the current value of the joints J 1 to J 6 of the salve arm aŝ
A UDQd i that displaces the slave robot arm about the i th joint's screw axis while the rest of joints are locked can be expressed aŝ
The dual angle i is a relative joint displacement with respect to the home joint position. Since all the joints of the slave robot arm are revolute,
The unit dual vectorŝ i0 represents the joint screw axis calculated at home configuration in terms of the Plücker line coordinates:ŝ
where l i0 is the unit vector of the direction of the joint axis, " 2 ¼ 0; " 6 ¼ 0; is the dual factor, m i0 is the moment vector of the joint axis about the origin of the home frame, and p i0 is a position vector from the origin of the home frame to any point lying on the joint axis.
Then, for any deviation from the home configurationθ 0 , the poses of the links we concerned (the upper arm, forearm, and hand analogs) of the robot arm can be calculated by multiplying all the UDQs of successive joint displacements from the base to the concerned ith link, givend i as the UDQ:
Where 0x l is the new pose of the concerned links with respect to the base frame f0g, l ¼ u; f ; h is the concerned links of the upper arm, forearm, and hand, respectively, and j is the closest joint on the base side of the concerned link.
When we get the UDQ pose (position and orientation) of a concerned link, we can represent it as
whereθ l andŝ l0 are the dual angle and the unit dual vector of a directed three-dimensional (3D) line passing through the axle center of the link. f; d; l; mg are screw displacement parameters that describe the position and orientation of the link in the 3D space with respect to the base frame. is the rotation angle around the screw axis, d is the translation along the same screw axis, l is the unit direction vector of this screw axis, and m is the moment vector of this axis computed with respect to the origin of the home frame of the robot arm. The UDQ pose can also be rewritten with the known screw displacement parameters as
where q R is a unit quaternion for rotation and q T is a quaternion for translation. They can be computed with the known screw displacement parameters
By this way, we can easily get the position and orientation information of the concerned link in the world (base) coordinate system. This UDQ-based representation is compact, computationally efficient, and singularity free. 
UDQ-based IK for the typical joint analogs
Usually the motion mapping is achieved by solving the configuration of the slave arm from the pose information of the end effector using the Paden-Kahan subproblem, 15, 16 which is a trajectory-concerned method and the motion of the slave arm may not be intuitive for the human operator. We suggested that the human operator will feel intuitive in the teleoperation only if the slave arm possesses the similar configuration of the master arm in the whole course of telemanipulation. In other words, the upper arm, forearm, and hand of the slave arm are expected to have the same orientation of the counterpart of the master arm, so we should study an orientation-concerned method for motion mapping.
The structural difference between the human master arm and the slave robot arm must be taken into consideration when we draw an analog between them. For the human master arm, both the shoulder and the wrist joints can be viewed as ball joints, while the upper arm is simply the link between the shoulder joint and the elbow joint, as well as the forearm is the link between the elbow joint and the wrist joint. However, the joints of the robot arm usually have a serial layout instead of a ball joint. We intuitively draw an analogy that the upper arm and the forearm of the slave arm UR5 are the links of line CB instead of line AB as shown in Figure 3 , and the joint set of shoulder, elbow, and wrist analogs are illustrated in Figure 2 and described in the "Heterogeneous telemanipulation system" section.
In the orientation-concerned method, we first draw an analogy between the human master arm and the slave robot arm, and then solve the motion mapping between the corresponding analog body parts (i.e. the upper arm, forearm, and hand) using the solutions for the 1-, 2-, and 3-DOF analogs as described in the following.
Because of the structural difference between the human master arm and the slave robot arm, it is difficult or even impossible to realize the same position and orientation between the master and the slave arms simultaneously. For the sake of orientation-concerned intuitive teleoperation, we will ignore the position information and only realize the same orientation of the links of the slave arm for a given pose UDQ of the counterpart of the master arm, which can be done by setting the dual part of the given pose UDQ to zero quaternion. It will not affect the result of the orientation-concerned motion mapping of the slave arm.
The IK solution of the 1-DOF joint analog. The elbow analog is usually a 1-DOF joint.
Given the pose of the upper arm, suppose that the current and the desired orientations of the forearm in UDQ arê x c andx d , respectively, then we can compute the error UDQx e between the current and the desired orientation:
where s R is the scale part of the quaternion for rotation q R ¼ ðs R ; V R Þ of the error UDQx e , andx Ã d is the classical quaternion conjugate ofx d . 10 Since there is only 1-DOF of motion that results in the difference between the initial and target orientations of the forearm, should be exactly the revolute angle of the elbow analog that drives the forearm to its target orientation.
The IK solution of the 2-DOF joint analog. Most shoulder analogs of the robot arm have a 2-DOF structure, in which the axes of the two revolute joints are perpendicular to each other ( Figures 2 and 5(a) ).
Given the current orientationx c and the desired orientationx d of the upper arm in UDQ with the pose of the trunk fixed, we can solve the virtual revolute axis l and the desired angle rotating around the virtual axis using formulas (9) and (10) .
As illuminated in Figure 4 , since the vectors of the 2-DOF joint analog, namely, l 1 and l 2 , are perpendiculars that intersect at a point, and a rotation movement can be depicted as a vector with its direction representing the rotation axis and its length representing the rotation angle, we can decompose the virtual rotation to the actual rotate joint:
where l 1 and l 2 are the direction vectors of the axes of joints 1 and 2, respectively, at the current time, and 1 and 2 are the angular increments of joints 1 and 2, respectively, that realize the desired orientation of the slave upper arm.
The IK solution of the 3-DOF joint analog. Most wrist analogs and some shoulder analogs possess a 3-DOF structure. We study the 3-DOF analog that possesses the following two structure characteristics:
(1) The joints #1 and #2 as well as the joints #2 and #3 in the 3-DOF analog are two pairs of perpendicular joints. (2) The axis of joint #3 coincides with the axle of the adjacent link.
The aforementioned 3-DOF analog is a typical mechanical structure widely adopted in robotic arms. For example, the 3-DOF shoulder and/or wrist analogs of the assistive robotics such as the Kinova Jaco2 and the UR5, as well as the space manipulators such as the Canadarm2 of the Canadian Space Agency and the European Robotic Arm of the European Space Agency belong to this kind of joint analog ( Figure 5 ).
As illuminated in Figure 6 , we solve the virtual revolute axis l and its desired rotation angle according to the error UDQx e between the current orientationx c and the desired orientationx d of the concerned link of the robot arm using formulas (8) , (9), and (10). We at the same time get the orientation and the length of l as well as the current orientation information of the axes of joints J i ; ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ. First, we can compute the projection of l on the axis of J 2 to get l 2 and the projection of l on a plane to get l 13 . That plane is perpendicular to the axis of J 2 and determined by two vectors that parallel to the axes of J 1 and J 3 , which form a skew coordinate system. Then, we decompose l 13 to the coordinate axes of the skew coordinate system to get l 1 and l 3 . As a result, the computed component of vectors l 1 , l 2 , and l 3 is the desired rotation of J 1 , J 2 , and J 3 , respectively, in the 3-DOF joint analog to achieve the given orientation of the concerned link of the slave robotic arm.
UDQ-based motion mapping for telemanipulation
In the telemanipulation system as shown in Figure 1 , the teleoperation motion is captured at the master side and sent to the slave side in every sampling period. Given the orientation data of every link (the upper arm, forearm, and hand) of the master arm, we can compute the corresponding joint angles of the joint sets that analogize to "the shoulder," "the elbow," and "the wrist" of the slave robot arm. These joint angles are sequentially solved using the IK model of the salve arm as shown in Figure 7 . By making the links (successively from the upper arm, to the forearm, then to the hand) of the slave arm possessing the same orientation as the corresponding links of the master arm, we can achieve the similar configuration between the master and the slave arms. Different from the conventional FK-IK approach, our approach solves the IK problem on the analog joint subset instead of the whole robot arm. As a result, our approach is simple and can achieve the intuitive and convenient operation of the telerobot system.
For some repetitive and fixed routines of manipulation, we need not let the operator repetitively giving the motion order at the master side. When we solve the angle increments of the joints of "the shoulder," "the elbow," and "the wrist" that will achieve the desired configuration of the slave manipulator at some crucial point, we can drive the corresponding links of the robot arm from their current pose to their desired pose through linear interpolation according to the angular velocity requirement of the corresponding joints:
where i and o i are the angle value and the angular velocity of the concerned joint at the ith time step, respectively, 0 is the initial angle value of the joint, and Dt is the time interval of a step and the robot is supposed to move to its desired orientation in k time steps. By this way, we can further alleviate the burden of the teleoperator and thus improve the efficiency of the telemanipulation system in critical situations.
Simulation with a UR5 model
We validate our approach via simulations on a UR5 model. First, we randomly generate the desired orientation of the upper arm, forearm, and hand of the slave robotic arm in UDQ, which are supposed as the equivalents of the orientation data of the operator's counterparts obtained via the wearable motion capture system when he moves his arm in his habitual workspace. Then, we calculate the motion of the joint sets corresponding to the shoulder, the elbow, and the wrist sequentially using the UDQ-based IK algorithms. Finally, we calculate the real orientations of the shoulder, the elbow, and the wrist analogs of the slave robotic arm using its UDQ-based FK, and then compute the difference between the resulted orientations of the master and those of the slave arms. The simulation results validated that our approach can definitely drive the heterogeneous slave robotic arm(s) to the desired configurations.
The establishment of the UR5 model
We draw an analogy between the UR5 robotic arm and the human arm to apply the UDQ-based motion mapping algorithm. In our scheme (Figures 2 and 3) , joints 1 and 2 correspond to the shoulder, joint 3 corresponds to the elbow, joints 4, 5, and 6 correspond to wrist, and the two longer links correspond to the upper arm and forearm, respectively. According to the home configuration as shown in Figure 2 , we get the unit vectors of all joint axes as shown in Table 1 , and select six points of p i0 on the corresponding direction vectors of l i0 as shown in Table 2 , where l i ; ði ¼ 1 À 7Þ, are defined in Figure 2 and their values are 500, 240, 109, 425, 392, 95, and 82 mm, respectively.
The moment vectors m i0 ; ði ¼ 1 À 6Þ of all joint axes are computed according to formula (3), and then both the FK and IK models of the slave robot manipulator can be obtained using the methods stated in the "UDQ-based kinematics for motion mapping" section. The simulation results of 1-DOF elbow analog
Elbow is a typical example of 1-DOF joint analog. In all of the joints (shoulder, elbow, and wrist) of human arm, elbow has the least DOF, but takes the most quantity of motion and exerts the greatest strength. Given the orientation of the upper arm, the orientation of the forearm is decided by only the angle value of the elbow joint (joint 3). Thus, we can easily get the IK solution of the elbow joint analog of the UR5 using the current and the target orientation information of the forearm. Experimental results of 50 random trials are presented in Figure 8 , in which the black thin line indicates the 50 random value of the elbow joint, and the red dashed line and the blue thick line indicate the target and the solved value of the elbow joint, respectively. From Figure 8 , we can learn that the desired orientation of the forearm can be correctly achieved using our method in every of the 50 random simulations. The maximum error between the desired angle and the solved angle of joint 3 is less than 0. 5 , which is not a perceivable error for a human teleoperator.
The simulation results of 2-DOF shoulder analog
The combination of joints 1 and 2 of UR5 forms a typical 2-DOF shoulder analog. Given the current and the target orientation of the upper arm, we can get the IK solution of the shoulder joint analog of the UR5 by applying the vector decomposition method to the virtual rotation axis as proposed in the "UDQ-based kinematics for motion mapping" section.
Again, 50 random trials are performed and the results are presented in Figure 9 with the similar legends of Figure 8 . For the 50 pairs of the randomly generated initial and desired angular values for both joints 1 and 2, there are 35 and 33 times the error bigger than 1 for joints 1 and joint 2, respectively. Obviously, the result is unsatisfactory with the biggest error of 61.3707
for joint 1 and 36.6768 for joint 2. We iteratively apply the vector decomposition method to the top 10 biggest errors of Figure 9 (c) and get the results of Figure 10 : We successfully solve the IK solutions in no more than three iterations, and the biggest errors are 0.4394 for joint 1 and 0.2911 for joint 2, which is an ideal result of telemanipulation for the human operator.
The simulation results of 3-DOF wrist analog
The structure of joints 4, 5, and 6 of UR5 forms a typical 3-DOF wrist analog. As shown in Figure 6 , we solve the IK problem of the robot hand of UR5 by applying the vector decomposition method of 3-DOF joint analog to the virtual rotation vector l, and compute the needed rotation angle of joints 4, 5, and 6 to achieve the desired orientation of the robotic hand of UR5.
We randomly generate a set of values [55.35, 67.84, À24.34] for joints 4, 5, and 6 as the target configuration of the robotic hand with both the shoulder and the elbow joints locked and randomly generate another 10 sets of values for joints 4, 5, and 6 as their initial value of angle. We apply the vector decomposition algorithm of 3-DOF analog iteratively and present the experiment results in Figure 11 , from which we can learn that the IK solutions of the wrist analog can be correctly solved within six iterations. The maximum error between the desired angle and the actual angle of joints 4, 5, and 6 are less than 1 , and this result is sufficient for any intuitive telemanipulation application.
We also apply the proposed IK solution algorithms of the 1-, 2-, and 3-DOF joint analogs to the Kinova Jaco2 robotic arm and get a similar result. Thus, the proposed algorithms are suit for solving the IK problem on the joint analog level for a typical class of robotic arms, no matter the robot manipulator is more anthropomorphic like Jaco2 or less anthropomorphic like UR5.
We randomly set both the initial and target configurations of the robotic arm in the simulation, and therefore get a big error between the initial and target orientations. In the real applications, the error between the target and the current orientations of the robotic arm is much small because the sampling time interval is short and the velocity of the robotic arm is limited. Since the proposed algorithm can efficiently solve the IK problem of joint analog in several iterations for a big orientation error, it should be able to perform much better for a much small orientation error for the real application.
Conclusions
It is very important for the human operator to perform telemanipulation conveniently and intuitively, especially when the teleoperation task is complicated and the working environment of the slave arm is constrained. We interpret the intuitive teleoperation as the similar configuration between the master and the slave arms, and thus propose a UDQ-based motion mapping approach for orientationconcerned telemanipulation of heterogeneous master-slave telerobot system. Our approach takes the main links of the slave arm analogous to "the upper arm," "the forearm," and "the hand" and takes the corresponding joint sets of the slave arm analogous to "the shoulder," "the elbow," and "the wrist," respectively. It applies the UDQ-based motion mapping approach to solve the IK problem of the upper arm, forearm, and hand analogs sequentially, and as a result keeps the link analogs of the slave arm the same orientations of the according parts of the master human arm.
Because of the heterogeneous structure between the master and slave arms, we cannot guarantee both the same pose of end effector and the same configuration of the total arm between the master and the slave side simultaneously. Our method keeps the similarity of the configuration between the master arm and the slave arm for the sake of intuitive and convenient teleoperation and lets the position of the end effector of the slave arm relying on the visual feedback and the control of the human in the loop. This approach possesses the following advantages: the algorithm is concise, simple, and effective; the solving process of IK is much simplified because it is solved on the joint analog instead of the total robotic arm; and the telemanipulation is consequently intuitive and easy to realize.
In future research, we will further improve our approach and deploy it on a physical telemanipulation robotic system. Our work may pave a road to control a telerobotic system by different operators as well as to control a variable slave manipulator by the same operator intuitively and conveniently. As a result, the fatigue degree and error rate of the user can be remarkably reduced, and the safety of teleoperation in an unstructured and constrained environment can be significantly improved.
